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You will want to select something that is

lightweight, smooth and doesn’t splinter badly

when it’s cut. 

My favorite is 5mm (1/4”) RevolutionPly from

Lowe’s.

It is a form of underlayment. However, not all

underlayment is created equal. I have tried other

brands and some splinter or the layers of wood

separate or they have markings and words

stamped on the back. 

RevolutionPly has none of these problems. It’s

also very affordable at just under $14 for a 4’x8’

sheet. I can usually get at least 12 door hangers

out of one sheet.

Another great option is 1/4"  MDF, but it is

difficult to find in some stores. See if you can

special order it! 

Choosing the right wood



Using a template

There are a variety of templates available in my shop.
You can print them at home and assemble them in

minutes.
 

But if you would like to try your hand at making your
own, I recommend sketching your design out on a

poster board, newspaper or my favorite: kraft
wrapping paper from Dollar Tree. I prefer it to other

options because it is cheap, more durable than
newspaper but easier to fold than poster board.

 
Below are examples of the various templates I have to

offer. 



Using a template 

It is a free site that will enlarge any image
to print on multiple pages so it can be

seamlessly taped together. 
 

You can watch the video below to how the
Block Poster templates can be assembled. 

 
Template Assembly Video

If you wish to use a template found online
and need to enlarge it, I recommend 

Http://www.blockposters.com

https://www.instagram.com/tv/B0cFzQbFTV_/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet
http://http//www.blockposters.com


Cutting your design

Now that you have a template and wood, let’s begin
cutting! My preferred method is with a jigsaw, but
many people enjoy using a scroll saw. I only have
experience with the jigsaw, so that is the method I

will be teaching.
 

Please refer to my Amazon Affiliate Shop to see the
tools I recommend and use myself. 

 
To see a tutorial for how to use the jigsaw, click the

link below.

Jigsaw Tutorial Video
Jigsaw Blade Comparison Video

http://www.amazon.com/shop/southern_adoornments_decor
https://youtu.be/DU8kAXz2BiM
https://www.instagram.com/tv/B0eZodDFJ21/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


Cutting your design

As I mentioned earlier, some wood splinters
worse than others. 

I thought you could use this photo for
reference. This is how mine looks when it is

cut but before it is sanded. 
If yours is a lot rougher than this, you may

need a new jigsaw blade. If that doesn’t work,
then try a different type of underlayment. Page 7



Sanding your design

Now you are ready to sand the edges. 
If you need help choosing a sander, refer

back to my Amazon Affiliate Shop. 
 

I always use 80 grit paper because it’s
rugged enough to last for several door

hangers but gentle enough to get a
smooth finish.

 
I do not sand the top or bottom, just the

cut edges. I begin sanding on the top side
because it’s usually rougher, but then I

flip it over to sand any remaining areas
on the back side.

http://www.amazon.com/shop/southern_adoornments_decor


Drawing out guidelines

 If you are using a template like the one above,
drawing out guidelines is simple if you place a large

piece of graphite paper between the template and
wood. See Video here.

 
You will want to decide which areas to draw out
before you begin painting. In some instances you

may want to paint a primer coat of white first. I do
this if I am painting a lot of bright colors like yellow

or orange.
 

Don’t draw out everything, just the main areas
where the background colors are going to be

different. For instance, if you plan to do polka dots,
do not draw those out, paint those on top of your

background color. It’ll be easier and take less time.

https://www.instagram.com/tv/B0zZqITl_WM/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


Painting

Always begin with background colors. 
Work on covering the largest area first, then

move on to smaller areas. Dry with a hair dryer
in between coats of paint to achieve a smooth
application. Some colors may require two or

three coats.
 
 
 
 

If you struggle with having lots of brush strokes
showing, try using a larger brush and making
longer strokes over the area after its covered

with paint. 
 

If your paint seems gloopy, add just a little bit of water. 
If you need a good set of brushes, I have some in my

shop here.

https://southern-adoornments-decor.myshopify.com/collections/paint-supplies


Types of brushes

This photo is a great guide for the different uses of
different brushes...
 
Wash - laying down background colors 
Angular- decorative shapes like petals
Detail- intricate details
Round- creating lines/accents
Shader- blending colors/filing small area
Filbert- lettering, small dots, precision
Oval wash- apply smooth background
Liner- tiny details
Flat- precision color in small areas
Fan- trees/foliage



Painting

After you have your background colors down,
you should no longer be able to see the wood

beneath. 
 

Now is when you are ready to begin adding
patterns and other details such as polkadots,
chevron and any other design too small to be

painted as a background color. 
 

If you are using one of my stencils, I
recommend that you use a sponge spouncer

and dab the paint on top of the stencil. This will
cut down on the chances that your paint will
get underneath the stencil. I have the sponge

spouncers listed in my Amazon Affiliate Shop. 
 

http://www.amazon.com/shop/southern_adoornments_decor


Painting

After all details have been added, you are ready for
the finishing touches. This includes highlights and

black outlines. 
 

Think of the highlights as places where the light
would naturally bounce off of the design.

 
Then use the black outlines to add depth. This is also
great to cover any areas where your colors did not
meet up smoothly. You can use the black outline to

cover this area to separate the colors. Think of it like
adding the lines to the coloring book after you have

colored.



Lettering

There are four ways you can do lettering:
- vinyl stencil or vinyl lettering
- reusable stencil (in my shop)

-graphite transfer (see linked video)
-hand lettering w/brush

 
I prefer to use the last two options. They

are cost-effective and provide more
flexibility. Of course hand lettering is going

to be more difficult, but it is also much
more rewarding! With a little practice,

then maybe you can gain confidence and
improve your hand lettering! 

 
If you are scared to practice on the door

hanger, practice on cardboard or cardstock
paper!

https://www.instagram.com/tv/B1ET6JmFACW/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


Lettering

If you wish to sketch out your words before you
paint them, see my Amazon Affiliate Shop for a

white charcoal pencil that I recommend. Or
you can use a piece of chalk!

 
I prefer to use a white charcoal pencil instead

of a regular graphite pencil because sometimes
the graphite shows through the paint. The

white charcoal will not show through.
 

If you’re having difficulty with your paint
strokes being smooth, it could just be because
you did not have enough paint on your brush.
Anytime I’m doing lettering, I prefer to have a
little puddle of paint to dip my brush in. I will

dip after almost every single letter.



Protective finishing

I would hate to see you go to all this work and
not apply the last step! 

Do not skip the protective finish!
 

Your door hanger may look good now and last
a couple of months, but most likely, it will
become sun faded, weathered and possibly

have some mold growing on it by the time you
take it down.

 
If you want to keep your door hanger looking
new, apply a good coat of a glossy protective

spray. 
 

(My fav is Rustoleum Lacquer). 
This will help your door hanger last for many

seasons!



Bow Making

Sometimes your door hanger just needs the
final touch! 

Adding a bow can make a huge difference
in the final look. I think this is because you
are adding a 3D element to something that

up until now has been flat. 
 

There are many kinds of bows you can
make. The style of door hanger, will

determine the type of bow you should use.
  

If the door hanger is fairly simple, then a
bigger more elaborate bow may be needed. 

 
If the door hanger has lots of detail, then

you may not want to distract from that by
adding a large bow. 



Bow Making

The easiest way to attach bows to your door
hanger are:
- Hot Glue

- Staple Gun
 

I prefer using a staple gun with 1/4" staples. I
simply staple the bow as close to the bow knot
as I can so that the bow will still stand up and

be fluffy. 
 

My favorite staple gun and staples can be
found on the Amazon Affiliate Shop.

 
Watch this video for an easy bow tutorial!

http://www.amazon.com/shop/southern_adoornments_decor
https://www.instagram.com/tv/Bw2f6XXFExT/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


Hanging it up

To hang your door hanger on the door, you are
going to need either jute string or wire. 

 
If using wire, you'll need to drill 2 tiny holes in

the door hanger, feed the wire through and
twist the wire so it doesn't come off. 

 
If using jute string, you can cut the string, tie a
knot in each end, then staple the string to the
back of the door hanger, just above the knots. 
If you find that your staples are going all the

way through the wood, rest your staple gun on
a small piece of cardboard so the gun isn't
sitting flush with the wood. Do not staple

through the cardboard. Since the staple gun has
a bit of clearance, it will keep the staples from

going through.  



Photographing Your Work

In order to present your fabulous door
hanger in the best way possible, you will

want to take a great photo! 
 

If you are painting at night, I suggest
waiting until daytime when you can get the

best use of natural lighting. 
 

Use your front door, a fence row or any
other interesting backdrop to hang your
door hanger up. Make sure the sun is not

shining directly on the door hanger. 
 

Indirect sunlight will provide the best
lighting for your photo. 



Supply Checklist

Brushes
Paint
Water
Paper Towels
Plate/Pallate/Egg Carton
Baby Wipes
Graphite Paper
Hair Dryer
Sponges
Pencil/Chalk
Ribbon
Jute/Pipe Cleaner
Staple Gun/1/4" Staples
Clear Sealer
Stencils



Just Remember...

What you create does NOT 
have be perfect! 

 

You CAN do this! 
 

Everyone has their own style! It
may take time to find yours, but

you WILL get there!
 
 

And lastly, ENJOY the process!
Painting is supposed to be relaxing

and therapeutic! 
 

If you are struggling with
something, take some time away
from the project and start again

tomorrow. That always helps me!


